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l. Introduction and/or abstract. 
n ... (nonlinear) optimal (recursive) filtering problem which gives risr tf\ the mathe-
a&tiral problems to be described and diacussed below is the following. Suppose eh~ 
sea te xt of a atochas tic system evolves according to the Ito stv~hastic diftt:rcn-
tial equation dx 
-
f(xt)dt + G(x )dw t t t where and G are veccor and l!llltr ix va-
lued functions of the appropriate dimensions and .., t is a Wiener (noise) process. 
The state is not directly observable. \./hat can be measured are noise corrupted 
output• depending on v 
t 
is arv-
ther Wiener noise process. \.le nov vant to find the best estimate xt of xt 
given t y and more precisely ve would like to construct a finite 
dimensional "machine" for calculating it recursively. (\/hat this means is explain-
ed below). It nov turns out that there is a natural Lie algebra (of differential 
operators) associated to this problem and that the atructur<: of this Lie algebra and 
questions of representability (by vectorfields) concerning this algebra are intimate-
ly connected to the existence of optimal finite dimensional recursive filters. Much 
what follows below reports on joint vork vith Steve Marcus of the University of Texas 
at Austin. 
2. Representation questions. 
Let me start ~ith (a simplified version of) a representation problem of Lie algebras 
which has acquired cons1derable i1:11portance in the theory of optimal filteriog and 
then proceed (in the next section) to discuss how this representation problem arise~ 
The question is 
( 2. I.) Prohl~m. Wh,•n can a Lie Jlj.\ebra (us1.1ally infinite dimensi0t111l) over m be 
realized (represented) ..is a Li,• :ilgchra of .,mooth vectorfields <>n a smooth finit. 
dimensional manifold, and 1o1he11 can thi.s be done analytically (al,;ebraically) c.n a 
real analytic (algebraic) !ll:lnifold. 
Below, there at<' two general results concerning this. \'ery little else is 
kno1.1n. First .:i bit of notation. LL't M be a smooth finite dimensional manifold. 
Then V(M) Jenotes the Lie .1lgebra of smooth vectorficlds on >! (usually viewed as 
first orJer ditforcntiol operators, i.e. as derivations of F(M) the ring of smooth 
!unction:; vn '!,d. [!9,Cb.1, §2]); and if M is real analyt i.c then V (M) 
an 
dcnot1~s the Lil...' al~cbrJ. vf ='nalyti•: VC'ttt"rfil·lds. 
( 2. 2.) The finite di!Il<'nsional "'"~· Let L be a finite dimensional Lie al;;obra 
over lR . Then, by Ado"• theorem (2, §7) , L ltas 11 finite di!llcnsional faithiul 
reprc><entation, i.e. for some n E JN there is an i.njectiv,. J .. )momorphism L ~ gln(R) 
1o1here ~1 0 0R) denotes thl' Lie al gebr.1 of r~:ll n " n matr.-.:e:;. No"' 
(:.).) (a .. ) 
l J i 'j 
a .. x. 
l J l dX j 
defines an injective homomorphism ol Lie algebras gl ell) ' \/IJRn) . Combining this 
n 
with Ado's theorem it follows that every finite dimensional Lie algebra can be re-
presented as a Lie algebra of vectorfields on for some n • 
For the applications to be discussed below it is 01lso most important to finJ. 
if possible, low dimensional M such that L can be imbedu~d in V('I}. ·~his leads to 
( 2 .4.) Problem. Given a Lie algebra L (finite or infinire dimensional). What 
is the smallest natural number 111 such that L can be imbedded in V('I) , where M 
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is a stDOoth manifold of dimension m . 
J know nothing about the question of whether rhe topologiral type of H 
will play a rule here or whcth.-r the qucHion Ls i>ssentially 10cal. Thus for ins tan-
ce one would like to know whether the extra requirement "M is compdLt" or "M is 
lln for some n " would make a differ~nce in problems (2. I.) and (2 .4.). 
Of course, problem (2.4.) can a lsu b" asked c<'ncerning irobed<lings 
L • Va 0 (N) , N an an.Jlytic manifold. The answers ,~n certainly b., different. Thl!s 
~an abeli<in Lie <ilgebra of countabl~ dirn1:nsion ran be> irnbedJ~<l 1n \'()Rl but an 
n-<limensional abt:li.-in Lie algebra can not b1: irnbe<ldi.:d in v (lR) 
an 
0 
Cdn b, imbeddcd in van OR~) (fcir all il inc l•Jd1nr 11 - "-) • 
oscillator alg<'brJ h which has a ba~is d I 2 :; ·-:; - ·2· x 
- J,{ 
d 
x · ,Tx 
if n , but 
tion f(x) is considered as the mnltiplication uperat•'f p(x)» l 1 x)p(x), and t!l< 
bracket of two (diff.,rential) operators DJ, D2 i~ de(int>J rlS [ Dl 'D 2) . u1D:' - Dz'l1 ). 
0 




ch .. cks that [A,x) tl . 
--2 2 x ont> .. Jx 2 dx 
d d [A, I] h.1] d (A,dx] 
-
x, [dx'x] . I, . . lj,z• 1 J l• '0 th..tt ~"' h~-t ve j f ~1ur 
dimensi()nal Lie algebra with a one dim\·n~ional c.·~ntr-r IF .. I . Lf't. ~ ht· rhc Lit..· al~>,c•-
br11 _!:/IR. I. This ..1lgehra admit• the 10! luwinr. repr,•st>ntati0n i11 \c a;~ 2 ) (whid1 c,,-
..tn 
.mes from the so-caJl,,d Kalman fi!t,·r; c.l. below iii ... ,·ri<.>n(.1.3.)). 
( 2. b.) 
0 
l dL O 2 d I L * (1-y) ) - yz ~ 2 dx2 - 2' " "1y JZ • dx 
( 2. 7.) The Heisenberg-Wey! algebras. Ti1e Lie algebras of \TCctodield~ V(!-1) are 
quite large and contain most of the better known Lie algebras. Fur instance th~ sim-
ple infinite diD>tonsional filtered Lie algebras (of Lie and Cartan) , [9, 29] are 
defined as subalgebras of V(M) and as anoth~r example th~ free Lie algebr.• on 2 
generators can be imbedded in V (lR) 
Now consider the Heiaenberg-Weyl algebras a wn •lR< xl, ... ,xn,a~···--axn > 
of all differential operators (of any order) in ~····•ax0 with polynomial coeffi-




as vector space is formed by the monomials x'~ 
(where a and e are multiindices)). Two elementary facts concerning the Weyl alge-
bras W are 
n 
(2.8.) Proposition. w has o one dimensional centre lR. I, and \.I /:R. I is sim-
n n 
ple. 
AnJ concerning its relations with the Lie algebras V(H) \Je have • 
(2.9.) Theorem. t[16]). Let M be a finite dimensional smooth manifold, 
n ElN • {1,2, ... } Then th~re are no nonzero homomorphisms wn • V(M) W /'f(. J +V(H). n 
Th~ prasent proof [16] of this theorem first reduces to the case of Lie al-
gebra he>momorphisrns u:to the Li~ "lgebra c>f formal power series vcctorfields 
n 
" V • { [ f. (x) -3- : f. (x) formal power seri~s in m i• l l xi l 
ideal of all gerr..s of vectorfields near a p0int whose coefficients Jre flat functions. 
Now Vm has a natural filtration Vm r. L_ 1 =>L0 :::> L 1 :::. ••• wher" L. consists of J 








dimensional VE'ctor spac" ther v /L. 
m J 
is a finite 
and 11 L. 
j J 
or \.I /lR. l 
.. 
\Oi . Thus if there c·xisted a nonzoro 
vould inherit a similar filtration. 
if !\)I . 
"1 




for all j. [L., L.] c Li+j l J 
\.I + V , \./ / !R. l ... V , then 




One no.., proves that thP Lie> algebras Wm and w,./lR. I do not admit such. 
filtration. This part of the proof is long and computationally and combinatorially 
involved. It ..,ould be nice to have also J more conceptual proof perhaps involving the 
relation of W0 with classifying space.• for foliations and/or using G11lfand-Fuks 
coho=-:>logy, (28) and (9, especially the last section) 
An obvious question to ask concerning the w 
n 
is 
{2.JO.) ~· Characterize W0 in ter!lls of some of its properties. And, pa~ti-
cul&rly in viev of the matters to be discussed below in sectico. 3, it would be nice 
to have criteria to decide when a given s11bset of ele!llents of W generates .all 
n 
of Wn (as a Lie algebra). 
Lat ,... also state the natural extenoion problem (such extensions arise e.g. 
when treating linear identification or adaptive control problems as nonlinear iilte-
ring problems) : 
Let 0 .. ! -+ .& ; ~-+ 0 ba an "xact oaquence of Li<' algebra• 
with abelian kernel a . Suppose that we have given an imbedding a : h ... V(H) . Doc• 
there exist an imbedding :i' : 1 -+ V (H 1 ) vhich lifts the present one in the sense 
~that there exists a morphism of smooth manifolds ·1> : H' ... H "hich takes the vector-
field ;i'(x) into a(~(X)) for al 1 x 
€ .s. . (Because ! inbeds in v ( lR) 
and v (JR 2) one naturally thinks in terms of 
an 
M' as a product space H' 
-
M x l\ 9 
or possibly a vectorbundle over 11). 
(2. 12.) Representations in v 
n 
To conclude this section let us consider briefly 
the formal part of problem (2.1.), i.e. the question ; when a Lie algebra L can 
be represented as a subalgebra of V . Then L inher t' a filtration 
n 
auch that 
dimensional. Moreover there i• a gro~th condition on iirn L/L. 
nw:nber grows slower than .n Cl as 
l 
i ..,. ~ for a suitable constJnt 
is finite 
which says th~t this 
c . This leads to 
(2.13.) Problem. Let L be a filtered Lie algebra, L • L_ 1 ~ L0 ~ ..• , 
n L. • {O) 
l 
Suppose moreover that for some n there 
lie a constant c such that dim L/Li < ci 0 for all i . Does there then exist an 
imbedding of Lie algebras L ..,. V for some m E JN 
m 
Obviously, the answer is yes if one adds the priruitivity and transitivity 
requirements which make L one of the simple infinite Lie algebras of Lie and Car-
tan (9) . Thus the ansver aeems co be yes for the basic building blocks for this 
clsse of algebras. I 1hould add that large claasea of the Lie ~lgebras of nonlinear 
filtering theory are of this filtered type [!6) . 
3. Nonlinear filtering and Lie algebras. 
Now let us see what che Lie algebra representation problems of section 2 above have 
to do with optimal recursive filtering. 
Consi<ler a stochaatic dynamical system 
(3. 1.) 
Here f, G, h are vector and matrix valued functions of the appropriate dim~naions, 
., 
t 
and vt are unit variance Wiener noise pro~esaes. The processes ., t and 
assumed indepenc!ent of each other and of tne initial state x(O) • The problem is to 
find recursive methods to calculate xt • E[xtlyt) the {least squares) best ~stimace 
of the ~tate xt given the observations up to time c, yt • {y : O < s ~ t} • More s -
generallv we are intereHed in the best estimates ~(xt) of functions ~(xt) of th" 
state given yt . Here by definitiun a finite dimensional recursive estimator 
for ;(xt) is a system on a finite dimensional manifold of the form 
(3. 2.) 
where '• ~ arc vectorfields on a finite dimensional manifold M • Such a machine 
per~it• the calculation of •Cxc) by a simple updating procedure for 
''t after 
whicit H~t) ls ohtained bv applying y . Obvi0usly such a procedur<' has advantages 
in 11 c•n line" situations and it is alsv not totally unreasonable tr." ask for such cal-
cul3tin~ Jevices because the Kalman filter of considerable fame and enormous applica-
• bi lit.\' is precisely ~uch a machine. 
( 3. 3.) f_xa..:::e..le : The Kalman-Bucy filter. Suppose we are dealing with a linear 
stochasti ... · system, i.e. a s.ystc-m ~·,f the form 
(}. 4.) 
where A, D C, are matrices of the appropriate dimensions and R is a positive d~-
finite sy:r.~etric (covariance) matrix. All may depend on t . Then an optimal recursi-
ve filter for the conditional state xt is given by the equations 
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(3 .5.) dx • T -I 
- Ax d [. + p c R ( d y - Cx d t) • XO • i ( 0) 
t t t t t 
(3. 6.) 
where the upper T denotes transposes. Here (3.6.) is an equation for the ~quare 
matrix P · (Matrix Riccati equation). This is precisely a machine of the type (3.2.) 
for xt' with T\ • <\.Pt) and ~ the projection on the first coordinate. 
(3. 7 ·) The Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai equation. For simplicity (of notation mainly) 
.e shall from now on assume that h(xt) is scalar valued. Suppose that the system 
(3. I.) is sufficiently regular so that xt admir.s a probability density p(x,t), 
the conditional probability of xt given yt . A certain unnorm;ilized version r(x,t) 
of p(x,t) then satisfies the so-called Duncan-Hortens<n-Zakai equation 
(3. 8.) dp(t,x) • lµ(t,x)dt + h(x)µ(x,t)Jyt 
where i$ the Fokker-Plank opera tor def ineJ by 
( 3. 9.) L (.) • 
n 02 
l: ((GGT) ..• ) 2 . . 1 ·ax. 3x. iJ l,J• l J 
n 
where fi is the i-th component of f (x) and 
dX. 
l 
(GG T) •. 
LJ 
t :te (i, j )-tl1 coniponeot of 
G(x)G\x) . Cf. e.g. [8] for a derivation of equation (}.8.). 
Equation (3.8.) is an infinite dimensional version of .:i s.:i-callcd btli.n.,ar 
system, that is a system of equations of the form x • Ax + Bxu where A and B 
.re matrices. And for such systems it is known that the Lie algebra generated by r.he 
matrices A and B plays an important role in studying such systems {~ei-Norman 
theory ; cL e.g. [6]) • TI1ia analogy wo.s first noticed by Brockett and the id<·a to 
analyze the Lie algebra generated by the t"'o operators L and h(x) tto Hudy the 
optimal recursive filtt>ring prnp .. nies o{ nonlinear systems (J. I.) seems to be due 
independently to Brockett and Mitter. [3,4,'i,6,25,26,27] . 
Equation (3.8.) is an !to stochastic differential equat ·on. In orJer to be 
able to calculate the br&ckets of the ditf~rential operators involv•d in it in th• 
normal way it is n.ecuury to bring it in its Fisk-St.rutonovic form 
(3.10.) I 2 dp(t,x)'" (L- 2 h (x))p(t,x)dt + h(x)p(t,x)dyt 
The Lie algebra generated by the two operator• I 2 L - 2 h (x), h (x) ia called the ~-
m.ation Lie algebra of tha system (3. l.). 
(3.11.) Example : Linear noise linearly observed [3) • The simplest nontrivial li-
near syutem (3.4.) ia undoubtedly the one-dimensioll41 system 
In this case the two-operators occurring in the (Fisk-Stratonovic form of the) Dune~ 
Mortensen-Zakai equation (3.10.) are 1 d 2 x 2 ,x . Thus the Lie algebra generated 2 
by them is the four dimensional oscillator algebra of example Cl.5.) above. The K.alm.an 
filter for x in thi• case is given by the equations 
so that the t1.10 vectorfiel.Js involved in this calculating m3chine of typ~ (1.2.) are 
a • ( 1 - P2) ~ - Px L_ b • 
aP ax • 
P ~- • The Lie algebra generated by rhese tvo vector-ax 
field' is cl0sely related to the oscillator algebra. It is in fact the quotient by 
its center of the oscillaror algebra, cf. (2.5.) above. This relationship between 
the esti:nation Lie algebra of (3.12.) and the Lie 3lgebra of the recursive filter 
(3.13.) is no acci<lent [3] . lt is also striking that the Lie algebra is precisely 
the Lie algebra of the Euclidean harmonic oscillator. It turns out that there are 
indeed deep analogi~s between the problems of nonlinear filtering .and those of quan-
tum field theory [25,27] . 
(3.14.) The estimation algebra and represencation questions. No" suppose that 
there is a machine ~f the type (3.2.) for estimating a certain statistic ~(~t) 
(Equations ().2.) are supposed to he in Fisk-Stratonovic form, which, anyway, is ne-
cessary for stochastic equations on general manifolds [7]}. Then there ar<' two vay• 
to proceu t!ie data y 8 , 0 < s < t to obtain ~(xt) . The first way is to run 
the through the CO!!ditiorial density equation (3.10. J to obtain p(t,x) tfrom 
a given 1t1rtin1 den•ity ~(0,~)) 1 from p(t,~) ea1cul&t~ p(t,x) by nQr~atl1ing 
and then obtain Hie) by integrating 9(x) against p(t,1) . The ucond way l1 to 
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run our data through the machine (3.2.), which we can assume to be of minimal dimen-
aion. Thus we have two machines processing inputs with the same results. lf both we-
re finite dimensional this ~ould imply [30] that there la a morphism Crom the part 
of the first !llachine reachable from the starting point to the second mJchine, which 
ln turn implies that there is a homomorphism from the Lie algebra generated by the 
vectorfielda of the first aiachine into the Lie algebra generated by the vectorfields 
of the second machine. Conjecturally this theorem extends (under suitable assump-
• tions) to the case that the first machine i< infinite dimensional. Thus if a finit~ 
dimensional machine (3.2.) for calculating '(xt) exists there should be a corres-
ponding homomorphism of Lie algebras from the estimation Lie algebra of the system 
to the Lie algebra generated by the vectorfields of the filter. This is precisely 
"'hat happened in the cas~ of th~ example (3.1 I.) above. 
(3.15.J Homomorphisms between Lie algebras and morphisms between SJ'Stem_~· There 
is a partial converse to the result discussed above [21] It goes, ruu&hly, aH fol-
lows. Consider a system x 
-
Cl I (x) + s 1 (x)u on a manifold Ml and a second sys-




I, 2, be th~ Lie algebra 
t 
of vec torfie lds generated by (Ii' B. Let x. E H. i - l 2. and surpose that l l l ' " 
a 1,.... a 2 , s1 - s2 induces a homomorphism of Lie algebras L1 + 1. 2 which takes thl! 
isotropy subalgebra of at into the isotropy subalgebra at at 
Then there is a morphism of manifolds from a neighbourhoud of x 1 tu a neighbour-
• 
hood of "'hich talr.eo the trajectories of the first system into the trajectories 
of the second system. 
Hopefully this result also ext~nds to the case wher~ thr first manifold M1 
is infinite dimensional. Given a homomorphism of the estimation 3lgcbra into 
some V(H) thie is almoat the same as exponentiating the resulting action of the 
(usually infinite dimensional) estimation algebra on H co an action of a semigroup 
of operators. In thia connection I am curious to know whether similar phenomena can 
occur u in the case of actions of Banach Lie group• on finite dimensional manifolds. 
In that cue one hu the ruult [l2] that under certain irreducibility and tranaiti-
vlty a1aumptione the Ban&ch Lie group is necessarily finite dimeneional. 
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Thu• we have tvo more problem• involving both system theoretic and repreaen 
tation theoretic ideas. 
(3.16.) Two problem•. Extend the "minillllll realii.ation results" of [30] and the 
'existence of morphism• of systems" of [21] to the infinite dimensional cas~. 
(3.17.) Representing Lie algebras together with a module. Suppose that we have a 
morphism of 111anifolds ~ : M ... N which induces a homomorphism of Lie algebras froru 
a certain aubalgebra L c V(M) into V(N) • This is precisely the situation of 
(3.14,) and (3.15.) above. Let -.. : t .. V(N) be thi1 homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
The map ' inducea a homoruorphiam of the rinit• of functions 40* : F(N) ... F(M) and 
because o is compatible with 40 we have that ~· is a homomorphism of L-modul••r. 
where F(Nl acquires its L-module structure via a . 
Of course ~ is recoverable from ~· by looking at the real ideals of 
F(M) and F(N) , d. [10). 
Thus the representabi 1 i ty problem of Lie algebr:i~ coming from fi l L~r i ng 
theory is not just a question of representing r,i., algebras by vectorfields but a 
question of representing a Lie algebra together with a given representation by meanb 
of vectorfields. 
(3.18.) ~· Let L be a Lie algebra together with an L-module P. When do~s 
there exist a homomorphism of Lie a11~cbraa L .,. V(~) • where L is finite diml'nsit•-
nal smooth manifold, such that there exists also a ruorphism of L-modules F(~) ., P • 
(3.19.) The case that P is finite dimensional. It is perhaps worth rcmarkin11 
that if P is a finite dimensional vectorspace (3. 18.) is easy. Choose coordinates 
in p To a function on p -
IRn associate the vector 1L (0), •.• ,1!... (0) and 
ax 1 ax 
a n define L ... V(P) . by g I+ I: a . . x. 
axj if (a .• ) is the matrix by which· g acts 1J 1 lJ 
on p Then F(P) .. p ia indeed a homomorphism of L-D>Odules, 
This case ia in fact relevant in the aetting discussed above becaus ... it may 
happeu that there are aubmodulea of finite codi-nsion in the space of fnnc t ions on 
which L acta. 'nlia happen• e.g. when the function• f and G in (3. l.) are both 
cero in 0, cf. [16). 
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4. Estimation Lie algebras. 
Given a stuchastic: system (3. i.) (vith scalar oLservations) we ha·1e discussed acer-
tain Lie alg~bra associated to it generated by the two cperators I 2 
- 2 h (x), h (x) 
occurring in equdtion 13. 10.), and we have seen that this Lie algebra has much to 
say about the existence or nonexistence of finite dimensional recursive filters for 
va~icus statistic:s of the conditional state. This algebra is called the estimation 
Lie dlg.,bra <>l th" 'ystem 0.1.), anJ it ts an almt'.st tctally open question which 
algebras l3n J.risc in tl1is \.Jay (tnJ, huw tu deriJe vhen thP algebra will hi! infinic~ 
or finite dimPn::.innal. L~t us start \,Jill: ::>c...iu ... : rxa.roplen. 
( 4 • I • ) ::xamp le 
( 4. 2. ) dl< - d'.J 
t t 
The cuhic sensor. 
• v 
t 
Consid0r tlit· systew 
In this case the esti'llation nlg~br.1 is generat"d by I 6 2 x ' x 3 , and we have 
( 4. } . ) !fi:orem ((hj). The estimation cllgt'brJ nf the cubi.c SL'nsor is 
d 
WI g R < x, ;i-; }ur this particuldr .ystem the conjectural statement of (3. 14.) 
above has l•cen prc•vec! [JI] , [18] "''that comhin~J 1o1ith theurem (2.9.) thio result 
i tr;' 1 ivs a 
( 4. ,'., . ) l~"orem ( ['Ii : ) . Ther<' exist no finltc dimensinnal exact filters (3.2.) 
for ar1~· :.;tatistic ~ noncon~tJnt. of the cubic sen~or (4.2.). 
( 4. 5.) ~:!amp! e ([ 23]). r0nsid~r tt1~ two dimcnsi0nal system 
( 4. 6.) 
The tstimation Lie algebra of this example has as basis the opera tars 
a . b .• c' • di, l l i 
(JN lJ \0) given hy 
2 I 2 I 2 i i i .L_ J b. ,1_ L .i_ d, 
-
.a-~ 
·' --xl + 'i -2 - 2 x I' . x l C, -ax2 l i l ax 1 i l l ax 1 JX2 ax2 3x2 
with the bracket rPlations [a, bi] 
-
('it [a, c i l ~ b, • 2bi+I' l 
[a,dJ.] • [b. ,d,] 
l ) 
(c. ,d,] • 0 
l J 
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-d .. , [b.,b.) • [c 1. ,cJ.] • 0 . Thi• estimation alcabra has many ideals l+J l J 
and theae do indeed corra•pond to exact filters for varioua atatiatica [23). 
(4. 7.) Example ([22]). Con1ider the linear sy•t~• with partially unknovu parameter• 
dxt • axtdt, da • 0, de • 0 ; dyt • cxtdt + dvt ; x0 • x(O), y0 • 0 
In thia caae the estimation algebra baa a baaia b • a + ax .!... + ..!. c 2x2 
o ax 2 
b. • aicx, i • 1,2, .•. with the bracket relation• [b. ,b.] • 0, i,j ~I 
l 1 J 
[b0 ,bi] • bi+l . It is perfectly easy to represent this Lie algebra by ineans 
, 




· . iy a Th" ld . vectorfleld (1-l) !e 4 . is vou give a 2-dim. calculating machine and it seems 
lllOlt unlikely that this can give information for all three (independent) unknown• 
a,c,x • The four dimensional representation 
bi ~ aicx !y will do a better job. n-.us aa is alao clear from (3. 15.) above not all 
representations of the eatimation Lie algebra will be relevant for filters. 
(4 .8.) Example ( [ 13]). Consider the 1tcchaetic system 
(4 .9.) 
where is a (small) fixed parameter. In this case one finds that the estimation 
algebra is equal to W 1 for all £ /. 0 
( 4 • I 0. ) Example ([ 14]) • Consider the stochastic system 
where again t is a (small) fixed parameter. In this case also one find1 that the 
e1timation alsebra ia equal to w1 for all E ~ 0 • 
These example• and eeveral more 1ugge1t that eatimation al-gebraa have a 
strong tendency to be equal to • Heisenberg-Weyl algebra auggeeting the question 
(conjecture really). 
(4.12.) gueetion. Let f ,g and h in the Itochu tic eyst.c ·a (3. I.) be polynomial 
Is it true that generically the estimation algebra of (3.l .) i• 
equal to WD t 
• 
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More ambitiou•ly one vould like to knov all aubalgetra• of 
arise as an estimat1un algebra and in particular 
II vhich can 
n 
14. 13.) 1{1estl_oE_. Are there (up to iS<'IOOrphism) other finite dimensional estima-
tion algebras in then the ones coming from linear systems 
One result >n this direction can be found in [25]: 
(4.14.) ~ ([25]). Consider a one dimensional nonlinear system of the form 
Then the estimation algebra is finite di-
~nsional 0nly in the case h\x) 
For polynomial this me.ins that is of the form f(x) • dx + e • For 
m0r~ general and h the resulting cla.s of filtering problems is on~ which was 
discovered bv Benes ((: ]) and this class is equivalent in a certain precise way 
to the filtering problem of <'xarr.µl• \.l.11.), ([c'o]l. 
\ i, . I 5.) Wh11:h suba. lg1.•htJs of 
n 
an ar1 ~ -t:-i cstimatlon ..il~~ebras '{ Si-
cnilar qu£-stions have come up in quantum physi...:s (201~ .suggf':>ting additional evid~~nce 
concerning the deep relations between the problems of "'"'linear filtering and those 
of quantum physics. One striking result from (20] is the follouing. 
(4. 16.) Theorem. Let L be a semi•iorple Lie algebra over a: of rank r . Then L 
cannot be realized in x ! , .•. , xn, Jx 
n 
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